A new procedure for evaluating a function at infinity from its power series is analyzed. The limit in the procedure is shown to converge to the smallest singularity of the inverse function, which may or may not be the desired value.
PACS numbers: 02.30.+g, 02.60.+y A new procedure for evaluating a function at infinity from its power series was formulated and successfully applied to quantum field theory and boundary-layer problems by Bender and co-workers. ' ' In a number of interesting problems this procedure converges to the correct answer; in other problems it approaches the correct answer before diverging away. This led to a modification of the original method, ' which seems to have improved convergence properties. Rivers" found that these methods could converge to an incorrect value and suggested a necessary condition for obtaining the correct limit. In this paper we show that the original method converges, at least in limit infimum, to the smallest singular point of the inverse function, which may or may not be the desired value.
Let f(z) be a single-valued function which is analytic except at a discrete set of points. For simplicity assume that f is analytic at z =0 with f(0) = 0 and f '(0) 
Therefore define Q~= [ cn's'] 'ln and define f* =lim""Q". The proposed solution is that f"=f*.
Our results are the following: ' . if and only if a(b+ c -a) )0 (so that the singular point f" is on the correct branch) and 1 (i 1+(b+ c) '([b(a - ' '}'i (so that f" is the smallest singular point). Also the method will never work if f "=0 [e.g. , for f(x) =xe "] since the corresponding singularity cannot lie on the same sheet as the point f = 0, z =0. Equation (6), on which Proposition 1 is based, is similar to the Lagrange formula for reversion of a power series, which in our notation states that z(f) =+~, N 'C~, '+f This success may be due to special properties of those problems. If so it would be important to understand these properties.
